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What’s so weak about  
“weak-form review”? 
A reply to Aileen Kavanagh

Stephen Gardbaum*

1. Introduction
In her characteristically incisive and forcefully argued article, Aileen Kavanagh refines 
and develops a critique she first made in the conclusion of  her outstanding 2009 book 
on the UK Human Rights Act 1998 (HRA).1 In this reply, I refine and develop my previ-
ous response to this critique.2

Kavanagh’s article makes two claims, a more specific and a more general one. First, 
given how it has operated in practice, it is misleading to characterize the HRA as estab-
lishing a system of  “weak-form” judicial review; by any meaningful standard judicial 
power has been “strong.” The second, and more general, claim is that this mischar-
acterization discloses deeper problems with the distinction between weak-form and 
strong-form review itself  that undermine its usefulness within comparative constitu-
tional law.3 These problems mostly stem from the fact that the distinction focuses on 
form alone whereas the actual strength or weakness of  judicial review in any system 
is a function of  multiple factors, including constitutional culture.

To my mind there is a certain ambiguity running throughout the article as to the 
primary target of  Kavanagh’s critique. Is it (i) the distinction between strong and weak-
form judicial review as a way of  conceptualizing the difference between what she refers 
to as “the US system of  rights protection” and the recent ones established in Canada, 
New Zealand, and the UK or (ii) the idea that there is a difference between them? Is the 
problem the characterization or the reality of  any difference? Notwithstanding her 
critique of  the strong/weak distinction, at the end of  the day does Kavanagh accept or 
reject the view which she attributes to all scholars who have grouped constitutional 

1 Aileen KAvAnAgh, ConstitutionAl Review undeR the uK humAn Rights ACt 416–420 (2009).
2 Stephen Gardbaum, How Successful and Distinctive is the Human Rights Act? An Expatriate Comparatist’s 

Assessment, 74 mod. l. Rev. 195, 202–209 (2011); stephen gARdbAum, the new CommonweAlth model of 
ConstitutionAlism: theoRy And pRACtiCe 186–193 (2013).

3 Aileen Kavanagh, What’s So Weak about “Weak-Form Review? The Case of  the UK Human Rights Act 1998, 
13(4) int’l J. Const. l. 1008 (2015).
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developments in these three countries together, “no matter which label is used”4; 
namely “that the distinctive feature of  these bills of  rights is that while they enhance 
the powers of  the courts to protect rights, they nonetheless allow the elected branches 
of  government to have a greater input into decisions about rights”?5 For me, this issue 
of  substantive difference/distinctiveness is the key one. From the article, I’m just not 
sure what Kavanagh’s position is, the little that she says on it directly seems somewhat 
ambivalent. So, in the conclusion, she states that her critique of  the weak-form/strong-
form distinction “is not to deny that examining the UK, Canada and New Zealand as 
instantiations of  a single, over-arching ‘model’ of  constitutionalism may yield some 
insights.”6 And yet the negative and qualified construction of  this acknowledgement, 
as well as the reference to the “so-called ‘Commonwealth model,’” suggest skepticism.7

In my reply I want to concentrate on this key issue, but specifically on the strong-
form/weak-form distinction/typology itself, let me just say this. When I  first wrote 
about these recent bills of  rights, I did not use (or think of) the term “weak-form judi-
cial review” to characterize what I thought was new and distinctive about them, but 
after Mark Tushnet introduced it, did so as a helpful shorthand for one of  their two 
constitutive features.8 I am persuaded by some of  Kavanagh’s arguments that there 
are certain problems with the distinction, primarily that once the concept of  strength 
is deployed as the classificatory criterion, limiting it to the ex ante legal powers granted 
to courts on rights issues appears somewhat formal and arbitrary, for “the metric of  
strength” is multi-dimensional.9 It also tends to connote more of  a spectrum than a 
binary—from weaker to stronger—so that it is perhaps not ideally suited to serve as a 
typological tool where the claim is that two systems can be meaningfully distinguished 
from each other.

On the other hand, these other “dimensions” or devices of  strength/weakness (e.g., 
judicial deference, “passive virtues,” political question doctrines, suspended decla-
rations of  invalidity, etc.), most of  which are generic features of  modern judicial or 
constitutional review, are in my view largely irrelevant to identifying or evaluating 
the new model, which turns more specifically on the interplay of  its distinctive fea-
tures: pre-enactment political rights review, enhanced judicial powers (compared 
to traditional legislative supremacy) and the “greater input” granted to the elective 
branches on the resolution of  rights issues. Nonetheless, I have no serious objection 
to switching to a different, more unidimensional distinction, such as “penultimate” 
versus “ultimate” judicial review to characterize the interplay of  the second and third 
of  these,10 or indeed to dispensing with one altogether. Again, because of  the ambigu-
ity, I am not sure how much such a typological change would satisfy Kavanagh and 

4 Id. at 1008–1009.
5 Id. at 1009.
6 Id. at 1037.
7 Id. at 1036 (emphases added).
8 The second being pre-enactment political rights review. See gARdbAum, supra note 2, at 25–36.
9 Kavanagh, supra note 3, at 1030.
10 This distinction was suggested in Michael Perry, Protecting Human Rights in a Democracy: What Role for 

Courts? 38 wAKe. foR. l. Rev. 635 (2003).
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1042 I•CON 13 (2015), 1040–1048

address the issues she raises in the article. But to the extent her critique is ultimately 
focused on the second, more substantive issue, I  am not persuaded by those of  her 
arguments that might be understood to suggest there is nothing distinctive about this 
model in practice, that in actual operation there is no difference in relative legislative 
and judicial input into the resolution of  rights issues, as I shall explain in the remain-
der of  this reply.

I wholeheartedly agree with Kavanagh (and Mark Tushnet) that, whatever the 
distinctiveness of  these bills of  rights at the level of  institutional allocation of  legal 
powers and constitutional design, the essential testing ground is how they work in 
practice. The proof  of  the pudding is in the eating not the recipe. This is why well over 
half  my recent book on the topic is devoted to evaluating and comparing their actual 
operation.11 On the UK specifically, although I think Kavanagh makes insightful points 
about how the HRA is operating, and concur with many of  them, I  believe that in 
helpfully warning against the dangers of  exaggerating the differences between the 
two systems of  rights protection, she overcompensates and unduly minimizes them. 
My more serious reservations concern the general claim. Here I believe her analysis 
overlooks a number of  important points of  actual practice and is insufficiently com-
parative to provide an accurate or authoritative global assessment of  the extent to 
which these bills of  rights are achieving greater balance between judicial and legisla-
tive input into the resolution of  rights issues than the traditional models of  legislative 
and judicial supremacy.

2. The United Kingdom
Let me start with the UK, on which Kavanagh mainly relies for her evidence. Here, it 
is important to acknowledge at the outset that, unlike the more “autonomous” bills 
of  rights in Canada, New Zealand, the Australian Capital Territory (ACT) and state 
of  Victoria, the operation of  the HRA has been profoundly affected by the interna-
tional oversight mechanism of  the European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR). 
Domestic executive, legislative and judicial branches all function under the long 
shadow of  the European Court of  Human Rights (ECtHR), whose decisions in cases 
involving the UK are legally binding under Article 46 of  the Convention. Whatever 
“greater input” the HRA itself  grants the elective branches on rights issues vis-à-vis 
domestic courts is significantly negated as a matter of  international law and politics 
by the ECHR.

That key contextual point said, I  think the actual record of  legislative exercise of  
powers under §§ 3 and (especially) 4 is not as uniformly or straightforwardly feeble 
as Kavanagh claims in arguing for the “strength” of  judicial power. Although it is 
true that the UK Parliament has not yet overruled a court’s exercise of  its enhanced 
powers of  rights-consistent statutory interpretation under § 3, it has overruled a 
politically controversial judicial interpretation of  the HRA itself, where the House of  
Lords held that a state-aided private nursing home was not exercising “functions of  a 

11 See gARdbAum, supra note 2, at 97–244 (five chapters out of  nine).
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public nature” under § 6 and so was not bound by the bill of  rights in its treatment of  
patients.12

On § 4, although the UK government/legislature has so far only once clearly exer-
cised its power not to amend or repeal a statute subject to a declaration of  incom-
patibility,13 this one occasion is highly significant—both because of  its nature and 
comparative context. As is well-known, it concerns the blanket ban on prisoner 
voting contained in the Representation of  the People Act 1983 which, in January 
2007, a higher court in Scotland declared incompatible with article 3 of  the First 
Protocol to the ECHR, incorporated as part of  the HRA,14 relying on the ECtHR’s 
2005 judgment in Hirst against the UK on the same point.15 It is highly significant 
because this declaration is arguably the only one so far issued that involves both of  
the situations in which, given the deliberate raising of  political costs involved, one 
might realistically expect the elected branches to think seriously about exercising 
their power to resolve a rights issue themselves in disregard of  the stated judicial 
view. These are, first, that the issue is a politically controversial one that ordinary 
citizens understand and care about, as distinct from a mostly uncontroversial or 
more technical issue that is harder to engage with; and, second, that the outcome 
of  the rights issue is one about which there is room for reasonable disagreement, 
so that legislative resolution would not necessarily be seen as a clear and obvious 
violation of  protected rights. Here, given changing social mores, unlike say the § 
3 judgment extending tenancy protection to same-sex couples or the § 4 case on 
transgender individuals that Kavanagh discusses—as well as the vast majority of  
drier, lawyers’ cases overall—permitting convicted prisoners to vote is a more con-
troversial topic that still raises the hackles of  a widespread, cross-cutting section 
of  the public. And given the relevant text, whether there is an individual right of  
prisoners to vote and what the proportionate limits on it are very much issues about 
which reasonable people and institutions can disagree.16

The comparative context is especially illuminating here. The UK is not the first coun-
try to face the issue of  prisoner voting under its bill of  rights. Courts in at least three 
others had considered it prior to the start of  the British saga. Like the ECtHR and Scottish 
court, the Canadian Supreme Court in 1993 and 2002, the New Zealand High Court 
in 1993 and 2015, and the South African Constitutional Court in 2004 all held that 

12 YL v. Birmingham City Council [2007] U.K.H.L. 27.
13 The recent Conservative Party 2015 election manifesto made clear that there is still no intention to 

amend or repeal the statutory ban: “We have stopped prisoners from having the vote.” the ConseRvAtive 
pARty mAnifesto 2015, at 60, available at https://www.conservatives.com/manifesto. Several of  the 
parliamentary responses in other cases appear minimal or questionable as to whether they sufficiently 
address the incompatibility found by the courts.

14 Smith v. Scott [2007] S.C. 345.
15 Hirst v. United Kingdom (No. 2), App. No. 74025/01 (Oct. 6, 2005). The ECtHR has twice affirmed its 

Hirst judgment in subsequent cases.
16 “The High Contracting Parties undertake to hold free elections at reasonable intervals by secret ballot, 

under conditions which will ensure the free expression of  the opinion of  the people in the choice of  legis-
lature.” European Convention for the Protection of  Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms (Nov. 4, 
1950, entered into force Nov. 3, 1953) 213 U.N.T.S. 222, Protocol 1, art. 3 (hereinafter ECHR).
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1044 I•CON 13 (2015), 1040–1048

similar statutory bans were in conflict with their respective bills of  rights.17 In Canada, 
the right to vote is one of  the handful of  Charter rights expressly excluded from potential 
operation of  the § 33 “override” provision, so that on this particular issue legislatures 
are legally powerless to disagree and overrule the courts by ordinary majority.18 In South 
Africa, of  course, this latter is the uniform situation under the 1996 constitution and 
bill of  rights, which follows the general US/German model. By contrast, in New Zealand, 
under § 4 of  its Bill of  Rights Act 1990 (NZBORA), a judicial indication of  incompat-
ibility, such as in the two prisoners’ voting rights cases, has no legal effect on the con-
tinuing validity of  the statute at issue—as under the same section number of  the HRA. 
The bottom line is that today in Canada and South Africa prisoners vote in parliamen-
tary elections because of  the judicial rulings; while in the UK and New Zealand19 they do 
not—despite similar court decisions. Is it mere coincidence that “function follows form” 
here? I don’t think so; to the contrary, this strikes me as an important exemplification of  
the difference in practice between the two types of  rights systems.20

These cases also illustrate the practical difference between judicial discretion to defer 
to a judgment of  the political branches (one of  the devices that can render strong-form 
review weak in practice, according to Kavanagh’s “metric of  strength”) and a legislature 
power to resolve a rights issue itself. In Canada, following the initial 1993 decision of  
the Supreme Court striking down a blanket ban, the federal parliament responded by 
enacting a ban only on prisoners serving sentences of  two years or more. Despite calls to 
defer to the legislative view in the 2002 “second look case,” as it had in a previous one, 
the court chose not to and invalidated the new statute, describing the parliamentary 
debate as offering “more fulmination than illumination.”21 In the UK and New Zealand, 
the ultimate outcome will be/was determined not by whether judges choose to exer-
cise their power in a way that defers to the elected branches, but whether and how the 
elected branches choose to use theirs—a power the Canadian parliament lacked on this 
issue. This again seems to me a useful distinction within comparative constitutional law.

3. Further comparison: Beyond the United Kingdom
Although Kavanagh lists New Zealand as one of  the countries that scholars have 
grouped together as instantiating a new model of  constitutionalism, and mentions 

17 Canada: Sauvé v.  Canada (Attorney General) [1993] 2 S.C.R. 438; Sauvé v.  Canada (Chief  Electoral 
Officer) [2002] 3 S.C.R. 519; New Zealand: Re Bennett (1993) 2 H.R.N.Z. 358 (H.C.); Taylor v. Attorney-
General [2015] N.Z.H.C. 1706; South Africa: Minister of  Home Affairs v. National Institute for Crime 
Prevention (NICRO), 2004 (5) B.C.L.R. 445 (CC).

18 Canadian Charter of  Rights and Freedoms, Part I of  the Constitution Act, 1982, being Schedule B to the 
Canada Act, 1982, c. 11 (U.K.), § 33(1) (excluding from its operation rights contained in §§ 3–6 and 
16–23).

19 The blanket ban was reinstated by the Electoral (Disqualification of  Sentenced Prisoners) Amendment 
Act 2010 (N.Z.), which is the subject of  the 2015 declaration of  incompatibility in Taylor v. Attorney-
General, supra note 17.

20 Whether this difference is normatively appealing or justified is of  course a separate issue, which I address 
elsewhere, see gARdbAum, supra note 2, ch. 3. Here, I am focusing on the claim that there is no difference 
between the systems.

21 Sauvé v. Canada (Chief  Electoral Office), [2002] 3 S.C.R. 519, ¶ 21.
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the ACT and state of  Victoria in a footnote,22 she does not discuss the operation of  
the bills of  rights in these jurisdictions, but focuses almost exclusively on the UK. 
Methodologically, this would be unproblematic (if  not necessarily optimal, as per the 
previous example) if  her critique were limited to the first claim—that it is misleading 
to characterize the HRA as a system of  “weak-form” judicial review—but of  course it 
is not. Her arguments about how the UK is operating are marshaled to cast doubt on 
the general usefulness of  the distinction between weak and strong-form review and 
perhaps also whether there is a new model at all. The problem is that if  you want to see 
most clearly “what is weak about weak-form review,” you should look to how the New 
Zealand and sub-national Australian bills of  rights are operating.

The NZBORA contains a similarly worded judicial power/duty of  rights-conscious 
statutory interpretation (§ 6) as the HRA’s § 3, but lacks the express power to issue a for-
mal declaration of  incompatibility where a rights-consistent meaning cannot be given, 
in which case the statute must be applied (under § 4). Accordingly, whereas under the 
HRA, § 3 is the primary remedy for a rights violation and § 4 the secondary one, under 
the NZBORA § 6 is arguably the only remedy.23 Nonetheless, although they have cer-
tainly given it force beyond traditional modes of  statutory interpretation,24 as is well-
known the New Zealand courts have not interpreted and applied § 6 as “strongly” or 
“ambitiously”25 as the UK courts have § 3. They have understood it to require “reason-
ably possible meanings” rather than (as one member of  the New Zealand Supreme Court 
characterized the situation in the UK) “unreasonably possible” ones.26 So, for example, 
where the UK House of  Lords employed § 3 to read a reverse onus of  proof  provision in 
a criminal statute as evidentiary only in order to render it consistent with the right to 
be presumed innocent, the New Zealand courts have twice refused to do so under § 6.27

Moreover, where New Zealand courts have indicated a rights incompatibility (albeit 
without a formal declaration), because they have felt unable to employ § 6 to avoid 
one, overall there is a mixed record of  parliament accepting and rejecting these judi-
cial assessments. Acceptances include, for example, the Court of  Appeal’s invitation 
to parliament issued in Quilter to reconsider the statutory ban on same-sex marriage, 
which eventually resulted in the 2004 Civil Union Act.28 But there are also several 

22 Kavanagh, supra note 3, at 1008 n.1.
23 The courts have implied a power to “indicate” an inconsistency but have been reluctant to use it, although, 

as Paul Rishworth demonstrates, a judicial finding of  incompatibility necessarily follows from the decision 
to rely on § 4. Paul Rishworth, The Inevitability of  Judicial Review under “Interpretive” Bills of  Rights: Canada’s 
Legacy to New Zealand and Commonwealth Constitutionalism?, 23 sup. Ct l. Rev. 233 (2004). Most recently, 
a New Zealand court issued the first formal declaration of  incompatibility in Taylor, supra note 17.

24 See, e.g., Brooker v. Police [2007] N.Z.S.C. 30; Morse v. Police [2011] N.Z.S.C. 45 (overruling pre-New 
Zealand Bill of  Rights Act 1990 statutory interpretation of  “disorderly behaviour” with freedom of  
expression-consistent one).

25 AndRew butleR & petRA butleR, the new ZeAlAnd bill of Rights ACt: A CommentARy 169 (2005).
26 R. v. Hansen, [2007] N.Z.S.C. 7, at 158 (Tipping, J.).
27 Compare R.  v. Lambert [2001] UKHL 37 (U.K.) with R.  v. Phillips [1991] 3 N.Z.L.R. 175 (N.Z.) and R 

v. Hansen [2007] N.Z.S.C. 7 (N.Z.).
28 Along somewhat similar lines, the retrospective increase in penalty provisions of  the Criminal Justice 

Amendment Act 1999 (N.Z.), which the Court of  Appeal had invited Parliament to reconsider in the 
course of  its decision in R. v. Poumako [2000] 2 N.Z.L.R. 695 (CA), was amended in 2002. See gARdbAum, 
supra note 2, at 142.
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1046 I•CON 13 (2015), 1040–1048

clear examples of  parliament exercising its power to resolve rights issues in a way that 
differs from the judicial view. In 2007, in R v. Hansen,29 the NZ Supreme Court found 
that the reverse onus of  proof  provision of  the Misuse of  Drugs Act 1975, requir-
ing a criminal defendant found in possession of  a certain quantity of  specified con-
trolled drugs to prove that they were not intended for supply, was an unreasonable 
limit (under § 5 of  the NZBORA) on the right to be presumed innocent, but—as has 
just been noted—also refused to read down this provision as evidentiary only in order 
to render it consistent with the right under § 6. Hence the indication of  incompat-
ibility. Not only has parliament not yet repealed the reverse onus provision but it has 
twice enacted statutes to extend its scope to other controlled drugs since the Hansen 
decision.30 Similarly, as mentioned above, despite the 1993 judicial decision indicating 
that a blanket ban on prisoner voting was incompatible with the NZBORA, parliament 
reenacted just such a ban in 2010. Overall, this evidence indicates that the NZBORA is 
operating distinctly from both a US-style system and traditional legislative supremacy.

Australian courts in the ACT and state of  Victoria have, if  anything, applied the 
similar interpretive power under their respective bills of  rights in an even “weaker” 
way than New Zealand ones. Confounding certain predictions that it would likely lead 
to “statutory distortion” as in the UK,31 both the ACT and Victorian Court of  Appeal 
expressly rejected the Ghaidan approach of  the House of  Lords, as did the High Court 
of  Australia on appeal.32 Moreover, although two of  the three judges in RJE v. Secretary 
to the Dep’t of  Justice stated that they did not feel the need to use the special interpretive 
power in order to make it, the Victorian legislature overruled their rights-consistent 
judicial interpretation of  the Serious Sex Offenders Monitoring Act 2005 to reinstate a 
seemingly inconsistent one.33 Too few declarations of  incompatibility have been issued 
to reach any firm conclusions yet, but an early indication based on the Attorney-
General’s required written response to the very first one under the ACT Human Rights 
Act—reiterating that it was designed to protect the role of  the legislature as the “final 
law-maker34—suggest that the elected branches will take their powers seriously.

4. Into counterfactual territory
Moving from the comparative to the counterfactual may also help in evaluating any 
claim that there is in practice no real or meaningful difference between a US-style 

29 See R. v. Hansen [2007] N.Z.S.C. 7, at 158 (Tipping, J.).
30 See gARdbAum, supra note 2, at 142–143.
31 James Allan, The Victorian Charter of  Rights and Responsibilities: Exegesis and Criticism, 30 melbouRne u. l. 

Rev. 907, 908, 916 (2006); Rosalind Dixon, A Minimalist Charter of  Rights for Australia: The UK or Canada 
as a Model?, 37 fed. l. Rev. 335 (2009).

32 R. v. Fearnside [2009] ACTCA 3 (Austl.); R. v. Momcilovic [2010] V.S.C.A. 50 (Austl.); Momcilovic v. The 
Queen [2011] H.C.A. 34 (Austl.).

33 RJE v.  Secretary to the Dep’t of  Justice [2008] V.S.C.A. 265 overruled by the Serious Sexual Offenders 
Monitoring Act 2009, § 4 (Austl.).

34 Legislative Assembly for the Australian Capital Territory, Declaration by the ACT Supreme Court that section 
9C of  the Bail Act 1992 is not consistent with section 18(5) of  the Human Rights Act 2004, June 2011, at 11, 
available at http://www.legislation.act.gov.au/a/2004-5/relatedmaterials/government_response.pdf.
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What’s so weak about “weak-form review”? A reply to Aileen Kavanagh 1047

rights system and the ones recently established in these Commonwealth jurisdictions. 
For if  this claim were true, the other side of  the equation would also presumably hold 
up. That is, if  say the US or Germany were to scrap their current system of  rights pro-
tection and replace it with a Canadian, New Zealand, or UK-style one, this would make 
no difference in practice.

But this seems very unlikely. Who would wager that the US Supreme Court’s “essen-
tial holding” in Roe v.  Wade35 would survive if  state or federal legislatures had the 
power to overrule it by ordinary majority, or if  it were “formally” declaratory only? 
Or the same court’s twin decisions protecting desecration of  the American flag under 
the First Amendment?36 And how likely is it that, if  armed at the time with the power 
to do so, the Bavarian legislature would not have reinstated or retained its classroom 
crucifix law that was invalidated by the Federal Constitutional Court to the expressed 
outrage of  so many, even with the knowledge that this would likely trigger an appli-
cation to the ECtHR?37 The immediate political gains to a legislature might easily be 
calculated to outweigh such uncertain and relatively distant costs. Indeed, in light of  
the ECtHR’s subsequent Grand Chamber decision in Lautsi v. Italy38 that such cruci-
fixes do not violate the ECHR, such legislative action would seemingly be inevitable. 
Would citizens in the US and Germany likely be persuaded to switch to an HRA-style 
rights system on the basis that “weak-form” review and a legislative power of  the final 
word are “formal” only and make no difference in the real world?39 My sense is that 
they would expect their legislatures to use, or at least seriously consider using, their 
power in such particularly controversial cases where there are reasonable arguments 
on both sides—and so should citizens in the UK, New Zealand and Canada, if  and 
when they arise.

So much for established democracies, what about newer ones? Are the differences 
between US-style and Canadian/New Zealand/UK-style systems of  rights protection 
likely to be ones of  form only but not practice in this comparative context? Former 
South African Constitutional Court Justice Albie Sachs has argued that the judicial 
“nudge” of  the HRA may be sufficient to ensure that legislatures in countries like the 
UK take rights seriously but something less subtle is required in his own.40 Former 
ECtHR and Polish Constitutional Court Judge Lech Garlicki has similarly expressed 

35 Roe v. Wade, 410 U.S. 113 (1973), as defined in Planned Parenthood of  Southeastern Pa. v. Casey, 505 U.S. 
833 (1992).

36 Texas v. Johnson, 491 U.S. 397 (1989); United States v. Eichman, 496 U.S. 310 (1990).
37 93 BVerfGE 1 (1995).
38 Lautsi v. Italy, App. No. 30814/06, Eur. Ct Hum. Rts, Mar. 18, 2011.
39 Curiously, although Kavanagh, supra note 3, at 1037, opines that “we have to face up to problems with 

the idea of  the ‘last word’, both as an empirical fact about Bills of  Rights in countries like the UK, and 
more generally as a tool of  theoretical and doctrinal analysis in constitutional law,” she relies on it twice 
in stating her own “more nuanced view” of  the HRA in practice: “the judicial word is effectively final on 
whether rights have been violated ... but ... Parliament’s word is final on how to remedy that violation” 
(id. at 1038).

40 “In the case of  the UK, Australia, New Zealand, where political culture is well entrenched . . . you can rely 
on a nudge from the top courts and the parliament will follow suit. But in other countries, a nudge is just 
nothing.” Global Constitutionalism: Alumni Weekend 2013, 61 yAle l. Rep. 53 (2014).
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1048 I•CON 13 (2015), 1040–1048

significant skepticism as to whether penultimate judicial review would be effective in 
constraining executives and legislatures in central and eastern Europe.41 Clearly, these 
two eminent jurists believe that, whatever the position in the UK, there is enough of  a 
real practical difference between the two systems to reject the new model out of  hand 
for their own constitutional systems.

5. Conclusion
Let me conclude on a general methodological note. Although Kavanagh acknowledges 
that typologies can be helpful in comparative constitutional law, she suggests that accu-
rate classification requires “a much more fine-grained, contextual comparativism which 
takes on board the multi-dimensional nature of  the interactions between courts and leg-
islatures in all systems of  rights-protection.”42 While all competent comparative lawyers 
are of  course aware of  the dangers of  relying on overbroad generalizations and under-
developed or outdated knowledge bases, Kavanagh’s prescription raises two concerns.

The first is practical: setting such a formidable scholarly bar may too often result in 
the fine-grained contextualism coming at the expense of, or as a substitute for, the com-
parativism. Attempting to generalize from one detailed and nuanced case study can also 
be a hazardous exercise in comparative law. But there is also a more theoretical worry. 
Typologies and classifications necessarily involve generalization; they inevitably and 
deliberately abstract from the thick level of  “the lived life of  the law” and do not purport 
to be accurate in all empirical details. Accordingly, there is an inherent tension between 
classification and fine-grained contextualism. Under a full-blooded version of  the lat-
ter, no two things/events/legal systems are ever alike, they are always unique in their 
contextual specificity, as we know all-too-well from the sameness/difference debate in 
comparative law. All distinctions in comparative constitutional law—such as central-
ized versus decentralized constitutional courts, “direct” versus “indirect” horizontal 
effect, political versus legal constitutionalism—do and have come under question based 
on versions of  fine-grained contextualism, and rightly so. And yet, their inherent limi-
tations suitably understood, most of  the distinctions are thought to have retained suf-
ficient usefulness within the discipline to survive. Moreover, the fact that a model—for 
example, legal constitutionalism or presidentialism—operates differently in a variety of  
contexts, does not negate its being a model. The value of  such contextualism is neither 
to replace classification nor to be the “proper” way to do it, but as part of  the correction 
process and, of  course, to provide empirically accurate case studies and analyses.

By these standards, I believe that Kavanagh’s article mostly succeeds on both levels, 
but also that the distinction between the new model on the one hand and traditional 
judicial and legislative supremacy on the other survives her rigorous reality check as 
a useful one in comparative constitutional law.

41 “What may be useful and attractive for well-established Commonwealth democracies may appear coun-
ter-productive (or even lethal) if  transplanted somewhere else.” Lech Garlicki, Editors’ Choice of  Books 
2014, 13(1) int’l J. Const. l. 319, 321 (2015).

42 Kavanagh, supra note 3, at 1037.
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